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Background 

 

Timbaktu Collective, under its Child Rights programme, 'Chiguru’ is running a Children’s Resource 

Centre at Chennekothapalli (CK Palli). The aim of this centre is to provide free access to learning and 

development resources to the children of Prakruti Badi at Timbaktu , nearby schools in CK Palli 

village and surrounding villages, children’s clubs and youth in and around CK Palli. The beneficiaries 

of this programme are children and students from poor, marginalized and difficult circumstances 

who have neither resources nor access to resources. The resources are utilized by more than 250 

children monthly 

 

A request was made to Asha Bangalore in 2009 to support the Children’s Resource Centre. After a 

visit by Asha Bangalore Steward and volunteers, Asha Bangalore extended support to CRC during 

2009-2010, 2010-2011 and also 2011-12. Indicators were set against the various activities of the 

CRC. The crux of the proposals were to augment the resources and facilities while also increasing the 

reach of the resources.  

 

With the wonderful support of Asha Bangalore, lots of improvements have taken place in the last 3 

years. Computer learning facilities at the centre was enhanced, several new story books were 

bought, fantastic and exciting events for children were conducted and new arts and crafts trainees 

were trained. Though the shifting of Prakruti Badi did cause dip in the number of children using the 

CRC for some time in the initial months, it actually helped the CRC to rediscover and focus on its 

original purpose – that of reaching out to those children who do not have access to these kinds of 

resources, to reach out to such children where there were resources but not in easy reach of the 

children and in a child friendly way. 

 

  This year in particular has seen CRC extend its reach and thus a huge increase in children utilizing its 

various resources. Children from local Government schools, private schools and also children from 

neighboring village schools have been visiting CRC. Local youth and students from the nearby college 

have also been benefited by the CRC. The range of Events conducted at the CRC have attracted and 

hugely benefited children from other components of ‘Chiguru’ programme like children with 

disabilities, children’s associations, slow learners under B2B programme and other children of the 

villages.  

 

 

Planning for the year 2012-2013  

 

To plan for the activities of the CRC for the coming year , a team of 10 members from ‘Chiguru’ met 

on 28th Jan 2012 for a day of brain storming. The objective was to review the last years work , find 

out which things did not go well and plan better for the coming year with new strategies and ideas. 

After forming two groups, they first discussed ‘what CRC means to each’ and then ‘What are the 

current activities?’ of the CRC. 

 

Later the two groups brain stormed on different ideas for the various components of the CRC 

namely library, computers, lab, Games&Sports, arts and crafts etc. 

 

Similarly, on 15
th

 of March a follow up interaction was held at CRC in which the trainees of the CRC 

also participated along with 3 team members of CRC. The purpose of this meeting was to share the 

ideas of the previous workshop, take inputs from the trainees and to develop a budget . 

  

The current proposal is based on these two interactions .The plan is to build on the current 

activities, increase the reach by increasing the reach out services and also strengthen our strategies 

by introducing innovative and new activities beneficial for the children. 
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The current proposal plans to increase the interactions between CRC and the Government schools in 

the neighboring villages through which there is knowledge and awareness among children and 

teachers about the various resources at the CRC. There are plans to conduct workshops/events at 

these schools on simple and cost effective learning toys by use of simple arts and crafts.  

 

The proposal also plans to train 10 young girls in various arts and crafts. While some of them will be 

new intakes, the others will be those who are being trained at the centre for the last 8 months. It is 

also proposed that the girls also participate in trainings to be conducted in the neighborhood 

schools. With regards to the computer facilities, one drawback has been the non-availability of 

computer instructor for the major part of the last year. The Librarian and others at CRC was helping 

out the children in computers but we could not conduct a ‘full-fledged Computer Course’ but we 

plan to do it this year without fail. We plan to run short –term courses for children and students of 

the village. 

 

We also plan to reach out to the 45 village level children’s associations and the 45 Quality Education 

centres through loaning of books, which would be picture based Telugu story books. We plan to 

conduct story-telling and writing sessions, use computers for learning science, conduct quiz 

competitions, conduct sports and games trainings and events, conduct more ‘Science Days’, make 

arts and crafts section more sustaining and conduct multifarious trainings. We plan to procure a LCD 

projector, through which we want to show educational films to children on Saturdays and Sundays.  

 

This year, we like to bring more energies into the CRC through joyful events and resourceful trainings 

and by reaching out to more children through novel strategies and events. 

 

 

1 .Objectives of the programme: 

 

The Objectives of the CRC are: 

 

1. To provide a learning space with a variety of resources accessible to the children 

2. To create opportunities for children to learn various crafts 

3. To create facilities for celebration of events and festivals. 

 

 

2.  Activities: 

 

The activities of the CRC include running a library with more than 10,000 books in English and 

Telugu, a science laboratory, a computer learning facility, an arts and crafts workshop with tools and 

materials for painting, fabric work, tailoring, bamboo craft etc, and also organize play facilities, 

children’s festivals and events. 

 

 

3.  Outputs and Indicators: 

 

Expected outputs Indicators 

1. Children’s Library: 

library resources are available for the 

use of children and youth of 

Chennekothapalli and surrounding 

villages.  

1. At least two library classes will be conducted in the 

neighborhood schools benefiting 100 children every 

week. 

2. At least 30 children from the village will be loaned books 

per month 

3. Prakruti Badi at Timbaktu will use at least 100 Library 
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 books on circulation every month. 

4. On an average, at least 500 children/youth from other 

schools and college in Chennekothapalli will read the 

library books and newspapers. 

5. At least two events which encourage children in reading 

and writing will be conducted every month 

 

2. Computer learning facility: 

 

 Children of Chennekothapalli and 

surrounding villages have opportunity 

to learn computers. 

1. At least 60 children and students will attend the  the 

computer course 

2. At least 50 children from the village communities will 

gain basic knowledge on computer usage and will be 

able use ‘word’ and ‘paint‘ program. 

3. At least one event relating to computer usage will be 

conducted once a quarter 

4. Every month at least 2 educational films will be shown 

to children 

 

3. Science lab: 

 Children of Chennekothapalli and 

surrounding villages have the 

opportunity to use a science lab. 

1. ‘Science days’ will be celebrated at least thrice an year 

which is open to all children 

2. At least one science related event will be conducted 

every month 

3. Simple science based toys will be developed and 

exhibits displayed at local schools every month 

 

4. Arts and crafts: 

A facility to learn arts and crafts will 

be available for Children and youth of 

Chennekothapalli and surrounding 

villages. 

1. 10 young girls will be trained in tailoring, drawing and 

fabric painting, clay work, puppet making, banner 

writing, knitting, screen printing, bamboo toys and 

articles making, photo frame-making, etc 

2. A product profile will be developed within a period of 3 

months which details the costing of the products in 

detail 

3. A sustaining plan for the arts and crafts section will be 

developed within 3 months 

 

5. Sports, Games, cultural 

programmes : 

 

Sports and games facilities are 

available for Children and youth of 

Chennekothapalli and surrounding 

villages. 

 

1. At least 10 sports and games related events and 

trainings will be organized at the CRC in an year  

2. At least 100 children will be trained in various games 

and sports like shuttle badminton, kho-kho, throw ball 

etc  

3. At least 6 games and sports competitions will be held in 

an year 

6. Events: 

 

Children and youth of 

Chennekothapalli and surrounding 

villages will have the opportunity to 

come together and celebrate  

festivals and conduct events 

1. Quiz, drawing, elocution, essay writing, rangoli 

competitions, story telling&writing competitions,  songs, 

poems  will be conducted for all children 

2. Games and sports competitions will also be conducted 

twice annually for children of lower classes and higher 

classes separately. 

3. Independence Day, Sankranti, Republic Day, Children’s 

Day, Sports Day will be celebrated. 
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4. Team: 

 

Sl.No Position Name Responsibilities 

1 

Incharge -

Children's 

Resource Centre 

Nageswar Rao 

1.Overall responsibility of running the centre                    

2.Planning and management of activities of the 

centre        

3.Arts and crafts training to children and young 

girls   

4.Procurement of materials required for the 

centre 

2 Librarian Alivelu 

1.Responsible for the running and maintenance 

of library                                                    

2.Procurement of new books/magazines         

3.Cataloguing and arrangement of books and 

other material                                                                       

4.Issue of books                                                          

5.Reading stories to young children                

6.Record maintenance of the centre 

And 7.Participate in all other activities  

3 
Computer 

Trainer 
To be appointed 

1.Teaching basics of computers to children     

2.Planning and running computer courses          

 3.Participate in all other activities of the centre  

4 
Gardener cum 

helper 
Sriramulu 

1.Care,repair and maintenance of all the 

facilities  

2.Cleaning the centre and ground                             

3.Helping the trainer in Arts and Crafts classes 

5 Watchman To be appointed Security of the centre during the nights 

 

 

6. Budget: 

The budget is attached as Annexure 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


